
 

 
As a virtual Writer in Residence for two UNESCO Cities of Literature Edinburgh and 
Norwich, I am thinking through ‘lighthouse and anchorage’. The lighthouse on the 
coast near to me in north Edinburgh is the focal point for walks under lockdown in this 
time of plague. While Virginia Woolf rightly is renowned as the lighthouse writer par 
excellence, as an Edinburgh resident my thoughts turn to Robert Louis Stevenson, 
descendant of a family of engineers who designed lighthouses. His own thoughts 
returned to this, as he moved across the seas and would settle in Samoa. As for the 
Norwich connexion: my guide is Dame Julian of Norwich, the fourteenth-century 
visionary writer. She lived as an anchorite, in a spacious room opening off the south 
side of St Julian’s church. Her stability of place guaranteed visitors the chance to be lit 
up by her conversation.  

What is hopeful for me is the sense of return that such fixity makes possible. I 
am not attracted by fixity for its own sake. The still point needs the wanderer. Both are 
necessary. How else do sparks of love and memory bridge distance and dream 
encounter? 

The words I shall note down from walking every day to the Edinburgh 
lighthouse, holding Julian’s anchorage in thought, trace an energetic connexion from 
pier to cell, across our different waters. This is true, not only while our movements are 
restricted but also in the knowledge that even in ‘normal’ times, normality for most of 
us consists in such exercises of the heart: cherishing far-flung or otherwise inaccessible 
people; displacing ourselves physically for work and other, fiercer reasons.  

Does the lighthouse have faith its coastal people will return, or does it have 
hope? Do visitors to the cell hope to meet wisdom, or do they have faith that wisdom is 
to be met there? It’s impossible to distinguish, only possible to keep going. There is no 
guaranteed moment when our condition may or may not flip from static to dynamic, 
from expectancy to return. 

These notes will vary, as days and walks do. Some will be prose jottings. Some 
will be poetry. Some may incorporate quotations or found text. They are the visible 
skittering or deposit of a largely invisible process. Perhaps readers will be inspired to 
make their own connexions, writing through the intimacy of the imagination tucked 
into their own distances and hours. 

 


